Engage and empower your at-risk readers!
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**Read Live**

**Accelerate Students’ Reading Achievement**
Deliver measurable results for struggling and developing readers of all ages. Read Live provides complete access to four powerful instructional programs in a simple and effective format:

- **Read Naturally Live**
  Build fluency and phonics, strengthen comprehension, and expand vocabulary.

- **Word Warm-ups Live**
  Develop mastery and automaticity in phonics and decoding.

- **One Minute Reader Live**
  Supplement the development of literacy skills with guided, independent reading.

- **Read Naturally Live—Español**
  Develop the Spanish literacy skills of multilingual speakers.

**Teach Foundational Skills to Small Groups**
Small-group, direct instruction to teach phonemic awareness, phonics, high-frequency words, and fluency.

**Build Automaticity in Phonics and Decoding**
A quick, timed, independent phonics program for students who have had some phonics instruction but have not yet mastered decoding words.

**Supplement with Independent Reading**
Makes independent reading fun with exciting, short passages, audio support, and progress graphs that motivate students to read again and again.

**Boost Vocabulary & Word-Learning Strategies**
Teaches individuals or small groups the meaning of high-utility words in context and helps them develop lifelong strategies for learning new words.

**Make Strides with Systematic Spelling**
Improves spelling skills by teaching regular phonetic patterns and high-frequency words individually or to small groups.

**Gamify Word Learning**
Games made up of synonym, antonym, and word-in-context questions help students develop vocabulary in an engaging way.

**Master Phonemic Awareness**
Teaches phonological and phonemic awareness to small groups of students with scripted curriculum and interactive exercises.

**Four Programs, One Web-based Platform!**

**Read Naturally**

**Encore II**

**Masters Edition**

**Individualized, Print-based Intervention**
Accelerate reading achievement with this powerful program that uses printed materials and audio CDs. Students develop fluency, phonics skills, comprehension, and vocabulary.

**Curriculum options:** Sequenced (core intervention), Phonics, and Idioms series.

**Reproducible Masters with Audio**

**Display Book +**

**Reproducible Masters**

**Lesson Guide +**

**Lesson Guide +**

**Display Book +**

**Lesson Guide +**

**Display Books**

**Lesson Guide + Downloadable**

**Lesson Guide + iPad App**

**For more information, call us at 1.800.788.4085**
Deliver measurable results for struggling and developing readers of all ages. Read Live provides complete access to four highly effective instructional programs in one web-based platform:

**Read Naturally Live**: Build fluency & phonics, strengthen comprehension, and expand vocabulary.

**Word Warm-ups Live**: Develop mastery and automaticity in phonics and decoding.

**One Minute Reader Live**: Supplement the development of literacy skills independently.

**Read Naturally Live—Español**: Develop the Spanish literacy skills of multilingual speakers.

**Read Naturally Live** is an excellent tool to help kids work independently on improving their fluency. It is easy to keep data on all skill areas. The vocabulary development sections are well done and fun for the kids to work with!

— Meg, Classroom Teacher

“Read Naturally Live is a web-based reading intervention that offers four highly effective programs in one platform. It is easy to use and provides extensive reports with actionable data for making instructional decisions. Students work mostly independently with extensive audio support and can take ownership of their success.”

Visit our website at [www.readnaturally.com](http://www.readnaturally.com) for more information, call us at 1.800.788.4085.
**Word Warm-ups® Live**

Build mastery and automaticity in phonics and decoding with the systematic phonics instruction in Word Warm-ups Live. This component of Read Live teaches students to easily decode and encode words. Audio-supported lessons with guided practice allow for individualization and enable students to work independently.

**One Minute Reader® Live**

Transform independent reading time into an exciting, guided reading experience! One Minute Reader Live delivers measurable results while engaging students with interesting short passages, motivating graphs, and fun joke jumbles. Students develop fluency, comprehension, and vocabulary skills, and build confidence as learners.

“**My students love Read Live! They stay on task and are making remarkable progress on fluency and comprehension!”**
— Leanna, Classroom Teacher, San Marcos, TX

Students can access the curriculum with a free iPad app. A Read Live subscription or trial account is required.

**Sign up for a 60-Day FREE Trial of Read Live:**

www.readnaturally.com/readlivetrial

**Read Live Subscription Pricing**

As low as $19 per student!

**FOR DETAILED PRICING:**
readnaturally.com/readlive

**FREE Read Live Online Courses**

These self-paced trainings help educators thoroughly understand how to implement the components of Read Live in their classrooms. Sample topics include:

- Planning and setting up
- Assessing/placing students correctly
- Implementing the steps
- Checking initial placement
- Monitoring and troubleshooting student performance

**Free Student Training Videos** help students learn to use the programs
Encore II Provides...

- Intensive reading intervention, often used for RTI or MTSS implementations.
- Differentiated instruction for a wide range of readers from beginning readers to adults.
- Feedback to students and teachers through graphs of individual progress.
- Nonfiction reading opportunities as required by state standards.

Idioms Series
The fun and interesting stories in the Idioms series provide understanding of common idioms. This series features audio-supported questions that emphasize vocabulary acquisition.

$135/level

Resources for the Blind and Visually Impaired (ME)
Accelerate the literacy of blind and visually impaired students using Braille and large-print versions of the Read Naturally Encore Sequenced and Phonics stories.

$169/level

Spanish Series (ME)
Support Spanish speakers with these literal translations of select levels of the Masters Edition Sequenced series. Spanish speakers can work through a story in Spanish to develop content knowledge before working on the same story in English.

$199/level
Teach small groups of beginning readers the foundational reading skills using Read Naturally GATE. Students...

- Develop phonemic awareness by segmenting and blending sounds in words.
- Strengthen proficiency with letter sounds.
- Learn to decode and then spell short, phonetically regular words.
- Learn to read high-frequency words with automaticity.
- Build fluency using word lists and stories.
- Develop comprehension by writing a prediction, a sentence about the story, and answers to questions.

$159/level

“GATE has had a positive impact on several of our students, and we have only been using it for a few months. It’s a great addition to our Tier II supports!”
— Kristin, MN

Learn more about GATE and download free samples: www.readnaturally.com/gate

Reproducible Masters with Audio Support
Build mastery and automaticity in phonics and decoding using research-based Word Warm-ups. This systematic and explicit phonics program teaches students to decode and encode one-, two-, and three-syllable words easily. Audio-supported lessons allow for individualization and enable students to work independently.

Three Levels:

- Word Warm-ups 1: One-Syllable Words
- Word Warm-ups 2: Two-Syllable Words
- Word Warm-ups 3: Multisyllabic Words

$169/level

Learn more about GATE and download free samples: www.readnaturally.com/gate

Printed Books with Audio Support for Supplemental, Independent Reading
One Minute Reader makes reading fun with short, exciting, nonfiction passages and constant feedback that motivates students to achieve dramatic results. It’s perfect for independent reading at school, a school-to-home checkout program, or home schooling.

Three Levels:

- Level 0.8: Short Vowels
- Level 1.3: Long Vowels
- Level 1.8: Consonant Blends & Digraphs/Suffixes

$199/level

Learn more about GATE and download free samples: www.readnaturally.com/gate

Visit our website at www.readnaturally.com

For more information, call us at 1.800.788.4085
Actively engage students in vocabulary development with Take Aim! Students read high-interest passages, answer comprehension questions, and engage in research-based activities to learn the meanings of high-utility words and develop lifelong vocabulary acquisition techniques.

Reproducible Masters with Audio
Two formats to choose from:
Semi-Independent Format
Each student works mostly independently at his or her own pace. Each student works in a different unit.
$269/level (12 units)
Teacher-Led, Small-Group Format
Teacher presents lessons to groups of up to six students working in the same unit.
$995/Entire Level (12 units; 6 copies)
$299/Mini-Level Set (3 units; 6 copies)

Download Take Aim Samples: www.readnaturally.com/tasamp

Enjoy a classroom of competent spellers by using Signs for Sounds. This research-based, systematic spelling program builds proficiency in spelling while reinforcing reading skills. Signs for Sounds teaches the spelling of decodable words and irregular high-frequency words.

Two Levels Available:
Level 1
Teaches spelling using common letter sounds, distinguishing short and long vowels (with silent e), consonant blends and digraphs, & more.
Level 2
Reviews the skills taught in Level 1 at a faster pace and then explores advanced skills at the second- and third-grade levels.
$75/level

Download Signs for Sounds Samples www.readnaturally.com/sfs

Build vocabulary with this iPad® app that makes learning words FUN! Students independently play games that include over 7,000 synonym questions, 1,000 antonym questions, and 600 meaning-from-context questions. The Lightning Round provides an exciting review. They won't want to put this app down, and neither will you!

$4.99

Funēmics
Teach the foundational skill of phonemic awareness to small groups of pre-readers or struggling readers with Funēmics. Students gain awareness of words, syllables, rhyming, phonemes, and phoneme manipulation using a research-based, scripted curriculum with interactive exercises on an iPad. Includes a printed teacher’s manual, six printed lesson guides, and six interactive books.

$185

Accessories
From essentials to helpful extras, Read Naturally accessories keep students organized and help you make sure your Read Naturally program is successful.

- Headphones
- Folders
- Timers
- Red/Green Pouches
- Graphing Pencils
- Reading Guides

Learn more: readnaturally.com/accessories

Visit our website at www.readnaturally.com
For more information, call us at 1.800.788.4085
Add Dr. Jan Hasbrouck’s Quick Phonics Screener (QPS) to your reading assessment toolkit. The third edition of this proven diagnostic phonics assessment (published in 2017) includes the new Quick Spelling Survey (QSS)—a time-saving spelling assessment you can administer to a group or to a whole class.

Use QSS results to determine which students may need a one-to-one QPS assessment. QPS and QSS identify each student’s strengths and instructional needs in phonics—decoding and encoding.

QPS provides...
- Three forms for fall, winter, and spring assessments.
- Convenient QPS and QSS summary score sheets.
- Student examples to help you interpret results.

Need passages to quickly assess oral reading fluency? The Reading Fluency Progress Monitor (RFPM) tracks individual student progress in reading. The 30 fiction and nonfiction passages for each grade level have strong validity and reliability.

RFPM provides...
- Multiple field-tested passages of equivalent difficulty in each level.
- A tool for frequent assessment required by RTI or MTSS.
- Reproducible forms to record and graph student performance over time.

$89

Transforming developing readers into confident, successful readers is challenging. Make it easier on yourself by learning from experts who have the experience, tips, and knowledge to help.

Get the best results in the shortest time with training options to suit your needs.

▶ Learn more: readnaturally.com/training

Read Live Hands-on Training
Learn how the principles of the research-based Read Naturally Strategy accelerate student achievement and then gain hands-on experience with Read Naturally Live’s powerful features through instructor-led, hands-on training.

Full-Day Public Seminars
To maximize results, teachers should have training in the Read Naturally Strategy, placing students, implementing the program effectively, and monitoring student performance. Our public seminars are presented classroom-style at locations throughout the U.S. and Canada.

District/Service Center Training
Let us bring Read Naturally training on-site to your district location or educational service center. Learn from veteran educators with hands-on experience implementing our programs with students.

See also Read Live Online Courses on page 7!